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The answers are on page 15.

Train Your Brain!

What is it?
It’s easy to open but impossible to close. 

Answer: ...................................................................

The Smith family 
Mr Smith has 4 daughters. Each daughter has a 
brother. How many sons and daughters 
does he have in total?

Answer: ....................................................

A lucky dog
A black dog is in the middle of a crossroads. 
The traffic lights aren’t working. A car with 
broken headlamps heads towards the dog 
but manages to avoid it just in time. How 
did the driver manage to see the dog?

Answer: ...............................................

• Company   
• Rain   
• Step   

• Belly   
• Classical

Answer: ...................................................................
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Hello boys and girls,
Can you believe 
this is the last issue 
of the year? It’s 
completely true 

that time flies when you’re having fun. Are you 
ready for your summer holidays? This will be the 
summer of the Olympics and if there’s anything 
you want to know about Tokyo 2020 you can 
find it in our Report, which will take you on a 
journey to Japan. If instead, you would rather 
listen to some live music than watch sport, look 
at our Top Five UK where you can find some 
great music festivals taking place this summer. 
For those of you who have a sweet tooth, turn 
to Delicious Desserts, where you can find a tasty 
recipe to make summer pudding. Anything else? 
Well, we also have a test to see how green you 
are, a very important issue at the moment, an 
interview with the very talented actress Emilia 
Clarke and some news about the Guinness 
World Records. J 
Happy reading and have a great summer, 

Angela
info@elimagazines.com

Common European Framework
Intermediate (B1 – B2)Contents

-  past simple
-  present perfect
-  future forms
-  nouns, adverbs, 

adjectives and 
prepositions

-  comparatives and 
superlatives

-  gerunds

In this issue 
of Kid you’ll 
come across:

Audio
A subscription to the 
magazine allows you to 
download for free, in 
MP3 format, the audio 
of all the magazines in 
the resources section 
of our website www.
elilanguagemagazines.
com. You can do this by 
inserting the access code 
found in each issue of the 
magazine. 

Teacher’s guide
For teachers, the subscription 
to the magazine allows you to 
download for free the audio 
material in MP3 format, as well 
as the teacher’s guide for all* 
the magazines available in PDF 
format. 
The teacher must first register 
in the teachers’ resources 
section on our website
www.elilanguagemagazines.com
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can’t be bothered: don’t want to do something
clashes: (here) contrasts with, doesn’t go 
together well with

Glossary
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Test

How green are you?

Mostly c): Perfectly green 
You have a ‘green’ spirit! You’re an example to be followed: recycling rubbish, 
controlling your consumption and creating little waste are your daily habits. You 
know perfectly well that we have to respect, love and take care of the environment 
that surrounds us. You believe in a better future and you’re very committed* to 
this, which for you is almost a mission to be shared with the people you love. 
Congratulations! Continue in this way: our planet needs people like you.

1. What means of transport do you use to 
get around?

  a) It depends, but most of the time you get a lift   

  from somebody

  b) The bus, you have the bus stop near your house 

  c) Bicycle, even if you often get around on foot

2. You’re in your bedroom doing your 
homework, the light is:

  a) on, it’s not a problem for you

  b) on, only on your desk and when you go out 

   you turn it off

  c) off, you have your desk in front of the window!

3. You carry water with you: 
  a) in disposable* plastic bottles

  b) in plastic bottles that you reuse three 

   or four times

  c) in reusable plastic bottles or a water bottle 

4. You have to throw away a piece of paper 
but there’s no rubbish bin nearby:

  a) you leave it wherever you can, you don’t know  

  what else you can do

  b) you keep it in your pocket until you find 

   a rubbish bin

  c) you put it in your bag and throw it away at home

5. What do you think about recycling 
rubbish? 

  a) At home, you aren’t usually the one to 

   deal with it

  b) You try to recycle, but sometimes you don’t 

   have time to separate the rubbish

  c) Each piece of rubbish is put into a specific bin

6. Have you ever cleaned an area full of 
rubbish, by choice?

  a) Maybe it happened once

  b) Rarely, but you would like to do more

  c) Yes, you’ve done it often, also recently 

Mostly a): Laziness wins
You aren’t interested very much in the environment, especially when being 
sustainable* clashes* with easier alternatives. You can’t be bothered* making 
too many sacrifices and changing your lifestyle. But it takes very little effort to 
make a difference, think about it. You can make small changes in your everyday 
life, that don’t cost anything but can improve things, step by step. Try to do 
more… you can do it! And the environment will thank you.  

Mostly b): On the right track
You are a responsible citizen and you care about the environment and its 
problems. It’s not your main worry but you try to do what you can. Sometimes 
you aren’t able to be as ecological as you would like, but generally you’re 
environmentally-friendly. Remember that you can always improve and you are 
certainly ready to do it. Start now, it isn’t too late!

prepositions/adjectives/adverbs of frequency
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committed: dedicated
disposable: something that can be thrown away
sustainable: something that helps the environment



This British dessert may sound strange 
to foreign people as it’s made with 
bread and fruit! The fruits that are 
typically used in summer puddings are 
strawberries, raspberries, blackcurrants, 
redcurrant and blackberries. Bread 
you might say is for making toast or 
sandwiches, but it also goes very well 
in a dessert. For this dessert you need 
some very simple ingredients:

-  300g raspberry
-  225g blackberry
-  100g redcurrant
-  400g strawberry
-  140g caster sugar (superfine sugar)
-  400g bread

boost: make stronger
cling film: a thin plastic sheet used to cover 
food 
crusts: the harder brown part that is on the 
outer part of the bread
drain: to eliminate the liquid part from 
something

gently: (here) slowly, gradually
heat: hot weather
pour: send a liquid from one container to 
another
refreshing: something that makes you feel 
cool, fresh
sour: the opposite of sweet

Glossary
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Delicious Desserts

Summer Pudding

What’s batology?

a.  The scientific study of bats

b.  The scientific study of blackberries

c.  The scientific study of batman
The answer 

is on page 15.

Even when the weather is warm and sunny 
people still love eating desserts and sweets. The 
important thing is that they aren’t too sweet and 
rich but help us to cool down in the heat*. So, let’s 
take a look at this delicious British dessert that’s 
very tasty but also refreshing*.

DO YOU KNOW…?

imperatives/measurements/prepositions

A berry is a small, juicy fruit. They 
are usually round, brightly coloured, 
can be sweet or sour* and don’t have 
a stone inside.  

• Put the other pieces of bread into 
the juice and then cover the sides of 
the bowl with the bread. 

• Layer the bread on top of each 
other until there are no spaces left 
in the bowl. 

• Pour* the fruit on top of the bowl 
and also any juice that is remaining. 

• Put a small plate on top of the bowl 
and leave it in the fridge for a few 
hours.

• To serve the pudding, turn it over, 
remove the bowl carefully and take 
off the cling film. The dessert should 
come out whole. Cut it into slices 
and then serve with cream.

This dessert was very popular in the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries. It 
was especially popular in health spas 
as it was seen as a healthy alternative 
to desserts made with butter. 

Did you know…?
Berries are very good for us and can even 
boost* our brainpower!

The berry season is very short. 
Depending on the weather it usually lasts 
from July until the end of September. 

The biggest berry producers in the 
world are Poland, Serbia and Chile.

Here’s how to make it:
• Wash the fruit and put it all (except 

the strawberries) in a pan with the 
caster sugar and 3 tablespoons of 
water. Heat gently* for 3 minutes 
until the juice from the fruit starts 
to come out. 

• Add the strawberries and cook for 2 
minutes more.

• Drain* the juice from the fruit and 
keep the juice for later. Add a little 
sugar to the juice if necessary. 

• Cut the crusts* off the bread and 
cut it into thick slices.

• Put a layer of cling film* in a large 
bowl and cover the bottom of the 
bowl with the slices of bread.
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Tokyo is preparing to host the XXXII 
Olympic Games and to become the 
world capital of sport. They start 24th 
July and we expect weeks of thrilling* 
contests, victories and defeats, 
medals and emotions… all with the 
same spirit. The important thing is not 
to win, but to participate!

Tokyo 2020
Report

#Tokyo2020
Olympics: 24th July – 9th August
Paralympics: 25th August – 6th September

Did you know that…
At Tokyo 2020 there will also be karate, climbing, surf and 
skateboard contests – four sports that for the first time will 
be part of the Olympic Games.

It will be the second Olympic Games for the Japanese 
capital after the 1964 games. It was chosen in 2013 after 
beating the other two finalists - Istanbul and Madrid.
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Report

A city in transition
Tokyo is a unique city divided 
between skyscrapers that are lit 
up at every hour of the day and 
night and ancient temples that date 
back to more than 2,000 years ago. 
Recently, in view of the Olympic 
Games of this summer, it’s enriched* 
itself even more in terms of sport, 
culture and public services, in order 
to welcome better the millions of 
spectators and over 12,000 athletes 
that will arrive from all over the 
world. 

Sport between 
tradition and modernity 
6 out of 33 new sports facilities 
have been built, including the 

future forms/comparatives/prepositions

Olympic Stadium, which will host 
more than 300 contests. Also some 
of the historical sites from the 1964 
Olympics will play an important 
role such as the Yoyogi Gymnasium, 
which was designed by the famous 
architect  Kenzo Tange, father of the 
Japanese “traditional modernism”, 
or the Nippon Budokan, designed 
by Mamoru Yamada, which will host 
the judo and karate contests. 

“Recycled” medals
All the medals of Tokyo 2020 will 
be made using recycled metal 
from electronic gadgets such as 
old smartphones and laptops. The 
collection of the materials, which 
citizens and companies all over 
Japan have contributed to began 
in 2017. It’s thought that tens of 
thousands of tonnes have been 
recovered which will be used to 

New sports centres, (even) more 
efficient railway stations and 
airports that are better connected 
with the city centre. A new railway 
line will link the two international 
airports of Haneda and Narita to 
Tokyo station, cutting travelling time 
by half.     

The cycling races will take place 
in the scenographic* venue* of the 
Gardens of the Imperial Palace, a 
big park of more than 3 km which 
surrounds the ancient residence of 
the Japanese Emperor.

accused of being copied from the 
Theatre of Liège in Belgium. The 
new logo designed by the artist Aso 
Tokolo, is a white and blue circular 
“chessboard” (which for Tokyo are 
the colours that best represent the 
summer): this particular composition 
symbolizes the harmony that exists 
between the various countries and 
the different cultures. 

Two new friends!
The two official mascots of the 
games, chosen by Japanese 
elementary schoolchildren, are two 
lovely characters created by the 
illustrator Ryo Taniguchi. They’re 
called Miraitowa and Someity. The 
first name is the union between two 
words ‘future’ (mirai) and ‘eternity’ 
(towa) and it was chosen to inspire 
a future full of ‘never-ending hope’ 
for everyone. The second comes 
from the word ‘cherry blossom’ 
(someiyoshino), but also from the 
English word ‘so mighty’, meaning 
very strong. 

obtain 30kg of gold, 4,000 kg of 
silver and 2,700 kg of bronze.  

Number 2 logo
In 2015 a logo for Tokyo 2020 
already existed, created by the 
designer Kenjiro Sano. But it was 
withdrawn* soon after as it was 



 

enriched: made something richer
scenographic: relating to the scenery
thrilling: exciting, stimulating
venue: the place where an event takes place
withdrawn: removed/taken away

Glossary 
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THE FOUR FINALISTS

These are the four logo finalists for Tokyo 2020.
Which do you prefer? Explain your answer. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………...........…………

future forms/comparatives/prepositions

The answer is on page 15.

Miraitowa is the white and blue 
checked mascot, while Someity 
is white and pink (to remind us of 
cherry blossom). Both seem to have 
come from the future to accompany 
the athletes during the contests 
and to make the adults and children 
happy!

Someity is the mascot associated 
with the Paralympics, the Olympics for 
athletes with disabilities. The name is 
a reminder of the great physical and 
mental strength that the paralympian 
athletes demonstrate in overcoming 
their limits. 



there was Kylie Minogue, Janet Jackson, George Ezra, Liam 
Gallagher, Miley Cyrus and many more. Many of the people 
who work at the festival are volunteers so a lot of money 
made at the festival goes to charity organisations. 

The Isle of Wight Festival
This very famous music festival was born in 1968 and 
continued for two years until 1970. Many great artists of that 
time played at the festival such as Jimi Hendrix, Miles Davis, 
The Doors, The Who, Leonard Cohen and many more. So 
many people went to the festival in 1970 that they decided to 
stop it as the Isle of Wight is a very small island! But in 2002 
the festival started again and takes place every year. Many 
famous bands and singers such as the Rolling Stones, Amy 
Winehouse, Paolo Nutini, Paul McCartney, Coldplay, Kings of 
Leon, Queen, David Bowie… have played at the festival. 

British    
music  
festivals

The summer season means music! 
British people love music and during 
the summer months there are some 
fantastic music festivals happening 
around the UK - from pop to jazz, from 
hip hop to classical music. There’s 
something for everyone! 

Glastonbury
One of the most famous music festivals is in Glastonbury in 
south-west England. It lasts five days and takes place the last 
week of June. More than 200,00 people attend this festival 
of modern music but also dance, theatre, comedy, circus and 
other artistic* things. It takes place in a big field on a farm 
and many festival-goers take their tents and camp there. It 
first started in 1970 so this year will mark its 50th anniversary.  
Many famous bands and singers play there and last year 

8
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amphitheatre: an open building in the shape of a circle with places to sit down
artistic: something to do with art
bonfires: a large open fire as part of a celebration

Glossary
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Green Man Festival
This is an independent music and arts festival that takes 
place every year in mid-August in the Brecon Beacons in 
Wales. It’s a four-day festival with live music, literature, 
film, comedy, theatre and poetry. The area is divided into 
10 different areas and each one offers a unique experience. 
During the night there are bonfires* and secret concerts 
taking place, which add to the unique atmosphere of the 
festival. The scenery is amazing and one of the 10 areas, 
the Mountain Stage, is set in an amphitheatre* surrounded 
by the Black Mountains. The festival encourages people to 
be sustainable and to respect the environment and for this 
it has won different awards. 

DO YOU KNOW…?
On 13th July 1985 a music event of global 
importance was organized in London and 
Philadelphia to raise money for Africa. Do you 
know the name of this event?

The Wireless Festival
It’s a music festival that takes place every year in London. It 
started out as a rock and pop festival, but has now moved 
towards hip-hop and other urban music. At the beginning, 
it was located in Hyde Park in the heart of London but 
since then it’s moved to another park in London called 
Finsbury Park. Since 2010, artists such as Jay-Z, Kanye West, 
Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Bruno Mars and Stormzy have 
performed there. It will take place 3-5 July this year.

The answer 
is on page 15.

The Reading Festival
The Reading Festival (pronounced ‘redding’, nothing to 
do with reading books) takes place every year in the south 
of England. It was originally known as the National Jazz 
Festival and started in 1961. It’s the world’s oldest popular 
music festival that still exists today. Many of Britain’s most 
successful musicians have played there in the past such as 
The Rolling Stones, Fleetwood Mac, Pink Floyd, The Cure, 
Radiohead, Oasis… The 2019 festival saw The 1975, Foo 
Fighters, Post Malone, Twenty One Pilots perform there. 
While the festival is happening in Reading, there’s also the 
same festival taking place in Leeds, a city in the north of 
England. They share the same artists and performers on 
different days.

L  ......  ......  ......         A  ......  ......  



She rose to fame in 
the role of Daenerys 
Targaryen in the 
fantasy TV series Game 
of Thrones, which has 
transformed her into a 
star and a warrior both 
on screen and in her 
private life. Because 
sometimes the worst 
things happen when 
you don’t expect them, 
and to overcome them 
you need a great deal of 
courage.

Recently you declared that you experienced 
a very difficult period because of a serious 
health problem. Do you want to tell us what 
happened?  
In 2011, during the filming of the first season of Game of Thrones, I 
had to undergo* a delicate emergency operation on my brain. The 
operation went well but the recovery period wasn’t easy. I wasn’t 
able to speak, not even to say my name, as I didn’t remember it. A 
tremendous sensation. I sank into despair*… my job, my dreams, 
everything that I wanted to be was focused on language and 
communication. I thought I wouldn’t be able to go back to acting.

Your recovery was long and hard, but you 
did it. But the same problem came back a 
few years later… it must have seemed like a 
nightmare. 
Indeed, the second operation was much more complicated than 
the first and the recovery was much more painful than the battles 
fought by Daenerys! I was very young and it was tough* having 
to face such a dramatic experience, fighting to survive day after 
day. In addition, I was also terrorised about permanent damage 
to my memory and my sight. But then I clung* onto the idea that 
I wanted to live, to be saved. Now it doesn’t seem real that it’s all 
over.

You decided to become an actress when you 
were very young. But it’s been a journey full 
of obstacles that has been rewarded* by 
your determination. What’s your story? 
After high school I applied to enter RADA (Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Art), at LAMDA (London Academy of Music and Dramatic 
Art) and at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, the most 
prestigious British schools for aspiring actors, but I was turned 
down* by all three of them. Therefore, I enrolled at the London 

Interview with…

I.D Card
Full name: Emilia Isobel Euphemia Rose 
Clarke

Place and Date of Birth: London 
(Britain), 23rd October 1986

Profession: actress
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to try anyway. I passed the audition 
to impersonate one of the strongest 
and dominating female figures 
ever created in contemporary pop 
culture. The rest is history…

However, in your 
career there isn’t 
only Game of Thrones. 
You’ve appeared both 
in action films as well 
as romantic comedies, 
demonstrating your 
talent also in very 
different roles.
Thank you! In Terminator Genisys 

– where I had the pleasure of meeting and 
working with Arnold Schwarzenegger – I played 
Sarah Connor, a really tough* woman! In Solo: 
A Star Wars Story, the film linked to the Star 
Wars saga and focused on the life of Han Solo, 
I was Qi’ra, an independent and charismatic 
girl. And then there are Me Before You and 
Last Christmas, two beautiful love stories where 
you can see my more ‘sentimental’ side. But I’m 
warning you. They’ll make you cry!

11

clung: held onto 
fair:(here) blond, light 
rewarded: received what you 
deserved
sank into despair: became very 
sad, upset

tough: hard, difficult
turned down: refused, rejected
turning point: the moment when 
things start to change
undergo: experience something 
usually unpleasant

Glossary

The actress founded Same You, a charity 
organisation that has the aim of helping and 
giving medical support to people who are 
recovering from brain injuries or strokes.

past simple/adjectives/present perfect

Drama Centre, where I graduated in 2009. At the 
beginning there were only small parts, very little 
money. While I was waiting for the right role I 
worked in a pub as a waitress, in a call center, in a 
museum… so I could pay for my studies.  

And then… the turning point*. The 
most important role of your life 
up to then, the part that has made 
you famous all over the world. 
Yes, it seems incredible. In Spring 2010 I received a call from my agent. 
HBO were looking for actors for a new series, in particular a tall 
actress with very fair* hair, silvery, with a mysterious and enchanting 
aura. I was a little short and I had… I have… dark hair but I decided 

-  Game Of Thrones, by now a cult series, is based 
on the books A Song of Ice and Fire by George 
R.R. Martin. It immediately became a cultural 
phenomenon and was broadcast in 170 countries. 

-  For the role of Daenerys, Mother of Dragons, Emilia 
Clarke won the Scream Award 2011 as Best Female 
Newcomer and she received four Emmy Award 
nominations as Best Supporting Female Actress in a 
drama TV series (in 2013, 2015, 2016 and 2019).

IN THE MIRROR
How do you manage with being a celebrity?

I’m a disaster! I’m not good at managing being 
recognised… my brown hair often helps me to go 
unnoticed, because in Game of Thrones I wear a 
platinum blond wig which makes me a bit different. 
But I like meeting my fans and feeling their affection.

The answer is on page 15.



Its origins
In 1951, the managing director of the 
Guinness Breweries, Sir Hugh Beaver, 
went out hunting in Ireland with 
some friends. They had an argument 
about which was the fastest 
bird between two in Europe. He 
discovered it was impossible to find 
out which was the fastest by looking 
at reference books so he decided 
to make his own book which would 
contain the answer and many more 
answers to similar questions. One of 
his employees* recommended two of 
his university friends who had a fact-
finding agency in London. They were 
twin brothers called Norris and Ross 
McWhirter and were given the job of 
producing the first book of records.

Developments
A thousand copies of the book 
produced by the twins were printed 
and given away for free. It was a 
success and in 1955 they produced 
the first 198 page edition which 
went to the top of the British best 
seller list by the end of 1955. The 
two brothers continued to make 
the book for many years. They both 
had an encyclopaedic* memory and 
could remember many facts and 
information. They also appeared 
on the TV series Record Breakers 
and were able to answer the many 
questions that children in the 
audience asked them about various 
world records. 

12

This year the 
Guinness World 
Records will celebrate 
its 66th birthday and 
despite its age, never 
loses its appeal*. It’s 
well-known all around 
the world and many 
people aspire to maybe 
one day breaking 
a Guinness world 
record. Read on to 
find out more. 

The
gerunds/past simple/superlativesKid News
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achievements: an important goal that you have reached
appeal: attraction
copyrighted: protected by copyright
employees: people who work for you
encyclopaedic: knowing a lot of information like an encyclopaedia
unethical: without morals, unfair

Glossary

OVER TO YOU
Which world record would you like to break? Write an email to the 
Guinness World Records telling them about the record you would 
like to break and explain your reasons why.

..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................

........................................................................................... The answer is on page 15.

30 languages. The book contains 
“records of human achievements* and 
the extremes of the natural world”. 
However, the book doesn’t accept 
all record attempts especially if they 
are unethical* for example ones that 
involve hurting or killing animals.

World Records
Typical records broken involve lifting 
heavy objects, eating the the biggest 
number of food items in a time limit 
or the longest time spent playing a 
video game. Many of the Guinness 
World Record books also contain 
records by the youngest person 
to have achieved something. For 
example, the youngest person to have 
visited all the countries of the world 
is Maurizio Giuliano, a British-Italian 
journalist. By the age of 28 he had 
visited all 193 countries of the world. 
And the title of ‘Person with the most 
records’ goes to Ashrita Furman from 
New York. At the moment he holds 
226 Guinness World Records. His 
most recent record was for having 26 
watermelons sliced on his stomach in 
one minute!

The book today
Still today the book is a huge success 
and hold the record for being the 
best selling copyrighted* book 
of all time. It’s published in 100 
different countries and in more than 

In 2008, the Guinness World Records 
created its gamers edition. It contains 
records broken for high scores of 
popular video games.

In 1976, a Guinness Book of World 
Records Museum opened inside the 
Empire State Building in New York but 
closed in 1995.

In 2005, 9th November became 
‘Guinness World Records Day’ to 
encourage people to try to break 
world records. 
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genre: Action, Adventure, 
Comedy
Guy is a cheerful and sociable 
bank clerk “stuck” in a boring 
and repetitive routine. One day, 
by chance, he discovers that he’s a 
character in Free City, a video game 
(rather brutal) where the characters 
have incredible, action-packed* 
adventures. After the initial shock, 
he realises he’s the only person able 
to save the world so he decides to 
transform himself into a “hero”, 
making a big change to his life. 
He’ll do it in his own way, without 
using force and violence, in a funny 
race against time. 

Artemis Fowl Free Guy 

Ghostbusters: Afterlife
genre: Science fiction, Action
In 1984 the very first Ghostbusters film came 
out. The sequel came out five years later. In 
this new episode some of the original cast 
returns (such as Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd and 
Sigourney Weaver), together with some new 
characters. 
Trevor (Finn Wolfhard, Mike of Strangers 
Things) and Phoebe move to Summerville 
with their mother, to a remote farm which 
they inherited from their grandfather. Strange 
phenomenons start to appear in the town, 
and the brother and sister improvise at being 
ghost hunters, following in the footsteps of an 
unknown past, but also the legacy* that their 
grandad left them.

Monster School
genre: Animation
The story takes 
place in a very 
particular school 
attended by 
teenage geniuses. 
Some people 
would call them 
‘monsters’ in 
subjects such 
as maths and 
science. The life of 
the students at the 
institute changes 
after the discovery 
of a portal* which 
leads to another 
dimension from 
which creatures 
(really monstrous 
ones) invade the 
school. What will 
happen?

Wonder Woman 1984
genre: Action, Adventure, Fantasy
In this sequel of Wonder Woman (2017), Gal Gadot 
returns to the big screen in the role of the super 
heroine from DC Comics (the same as Batman 
and Superman). We’re in the years of the Cold War 
and Diana Prince (Wonderwoman) will find herself 
having to face a new enemy called Cheetah.

genre: Action, Adventure, 
Fantasy 
12-year old Artemis Fowl is 
about to go on a fantastic, 
fascinating adventure to look 
for his dad who mysteriously 
disappeared. Helped by his loyal 
bodyguard, Artemis will discover 
a secret world, a hidden ancient 
civilisation - a fairy world against 
which Artemis will begin a 
cunnlng* battle. 

action-packed: full of action
cunning: clever, intelligent
legacy: something left behind by previous generations
newcomer: (here) someone who hasn’t appeared in a film before
plot: the story of a film or a book
portal: a door that links two different worlds

Glossary

Also coming out…
Let’s go to the cinema! future forms/past simple/nouns

CHOOSE YOUR FILM
Now that you’ve read the plot* summaries of the films coming out 

soon, it’s over to you! Tell us which ones you’d like to see and why.

.........................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................

....................................................................................... The answer is on page 15.

The film is a cinema adaptation of the 
fantasy series of books for teenagers 
published by the Irish writer Eoin Colfer. 
For the role of Artemis, the director 
Kenneth Branagh chose the newcomer* 
Ferdie Shaw out of 1200 candidates. The film is directed by Shawn Levy, the 

director of A Night at the Museum and 
Stranger Things. Guy is played by the actor 
Ryan Reynolds.



Find it in the magazine…

Fun and Games!

True or False

1.  The Tokyo Paralympics will start 
 24th July 2020. 
2.  Four new sports will be introduced in this 

edition of the Olympic Games. 
3.  The services offered in the city have been 

improved for this big event.  
4.  The contests will take place in new sports 

facilities and in ‘historical’ places. 
5.  The medals from Tokyo 2020 will be 
 recycled after the end of the Olympics. 
6.  The official logo chosen for Tokyo 2020 is the 

one created by the designer Kenjiro Sano.
7.  The mascot and the logo are an invitation 

for peace between countries, for 
 a better future. 
8.  Someity is the mascot dressed in white 
 and blue checks. 

Have you read our Report? Put yourself to 
the test with this True or False exercise!

T F

The answers are at the bottom of the page.

ANSWERS
Page 2: What is it?: an egg. The Smith family: 5: 4 sisters and 1 brother (in common). A lucky dog: It’s during the day! Words in common: dance. Page 4: What’s batology? b), The scientific 
study of berries. Pages 5-6-7: The four finalists: free answer. Pages 8-9: Do you know…? Live Aid. Pages 10-11: In the mirror: I’m a disaster! I’m not good at managing being recognised… 
my brown hair often helps me to go unnoticed, because in Game of Thrones I wear a platinum blond wig which makes me a bit different. But I like meeting my fans and feeling their affection. 
Pages 12-13: Over to you: free answer. Page 14: Choose the film: free answer. Page 15: A) True or False? 1 False; 2 True; 3 True; 4 True; 5 False; 6 False; 7 True; 8 False. B) Find it in the 
magazine: Isle of Wight Festival; Diana Prince; strawberries/raspberries/blackcurrants/redcurrants/blackberries; Drama Centre in London; Istanbul and Madrid; 66 years old.
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...  which music festival takes place on an island. .................................................................................................

...  Wonder Woman’s real name. .................................................................................................

...  the fruits inside a summer pudding. .................................................................................................

...  the school where Emilia Clarke studied acting. .................................................................................................

...  the two cities that were competing together with 
 Tokyo to host the 2020 Olympics.  .................................................................................................

...  how old the Guinness Book of World Records is. ................................................................................................. 
       

Also coming out…
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